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“Discover Plymouth’s History -Walking Tour”
Take a step back in time as our guide, dressed in period clothing, takes
your group along the same paths our forefathers walked hundreds of
years ago. Learn about the people, places, and events that shaped the
beginning of our country as you walk through the historic district of
Plymouth. Sites include Town Brook, Brewster Gardens, Plymouth
Rock and the historic waterfront area, Cole’s Hill, Leyden Street, Burial
Hill, and Town Square.

“Forefathers Monument Tour”
Located on a hill in historic Plymouth, this hidden gem is the largest
free standing solid granite monument in our country. Don’t just drive
by! Come learn what each of the five statues represents and hear the
faith story of the Pilgrim’s all in one spot on this guided tour.

“Historic Waterfront Tour”
Take a walk along the waterfront, visit the historic monuments and
learn about the rich history each one holds. Is Plymouth Rock the rock
the Pilgrims really stepped on? Hear why we think it is!

Conversations with a Pilgrim
Educational programs meant to engage and challenge. Meet a Pilgrim, learn about their life,
their challenges, and their beliefs. Ask questions, join in a conversation.

“Discover Plymouth’s History - Talk through history” Designed
for those who want to learn about the history without the stress of all the walking.
This talk takes you along the paths and to all the monuments in the historic district
with a presentation given by historian Leo Martin.

“Business Not As Usual - Pilgrim Economics”

What launched the
beginning of industry, free trade, and capitalism in our country? What was the relationship between the Pilgrims and the Natives? Why did the Pilgrims almost starve to death
and what prevented that from happening? Your historian guide, dressed in period clothing, will
answer these questions and more with stories of struggles and survival that set the cornerstones
of our country.

“They Didn’t Know they were Pilgrims” Were the early settlers so
very different from us? Meet Goodwife Patience, an eyewitness to the early
years of Plymouth Colony. Her life was totally different from ours, but she and
her family and neighbors were simply ordinary people who struggled with
problems and were thankful for blessings which we can relate to today.

